
BE ELEGANT YOUR OFFICE LIFESTYLE



ABOUT US
The change of the concept of global office space derives not only from the continuous increase of knowledge-based workers around the 
world, but also the higher demands of the new-generation workers on space environment, color acoustics, collaborative sharing, and so 
on. With a close eye on these new values and design trends, ONMUSE strives to work with international original designers to provide more 
user-friendly products for the present and the future office space industry.

Over the past two decades, with a firm reliance on the industrial platform for deep manufacturing, ONMUSE has devoted itself to cultivat-
ing industry-related supply chains, and to introducing American intelligent manufacturing software and professional furniture ERP software. 
Meanwhile, by following a quality concept of whole process management, ONMUSE makes sure that quality awareness is embedded in 
each link from the selection of supply chain to R&D and design, production manufacturing, and clean packaging. It is ONMUSE’s belief 
that original design plays a crucial role in leading the brand onto a truly international development path. Under such a background, 
ONMUSE started to cooperate with international excellent designers since 2016, to re-plan a brand new product line which caters more to 
the international office trend by adopting a modern, simple design language and an overall aesthetic effect of space as the clue for 
product line planning. Even if to change from a manufacturing platform to a distinctive, excellent brand in the international market is more 
of a long and tortuous journey than just a vision, ONMUSE team has adhered, and will adhere to its initial intent firmly and bear the weight 
on the go.
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PRODUCTION

ONMUSE holds that a good office experience comes from products 
of stable quality given by an excellent and stable supply chain and 
a highly intelligent modern production line. In 2007, ONMUSE invested 
in the first-generation industrial park in Guangzhou Baiyun District, 
since which time it has gradually expanded its production line from 
single rubber sheets to a multi-dimensional production environment 
of hardware, solid wood paint, high compartment, soft body and 
pure solid wood, having laid a firm and solid foundation for the 
development of a more extensive product line for ONMUSE.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

It is ONMUSE’s conviction that the craftsmanship of any industry 
comes from original design, and that a product is to be appropriately 
designed after being carefully studied its use in the space and the 
user’s needs. With this in mind, ONMUSE has established a brand and 
product center, where a professional team conducts 
meticulous management over product design requirements. 
It has also extensively cooperated with outstanding designers 
at home and abroad to carry out original product design in a 
way that is more in line with ONMUSE’s understanding of space 
philosophy.
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WOOD

Wood is a priceless gift from the nature. With the utmost 
caution, ONMUSE selects the most suitable wood, and adopts 
the most reasonable design to ensure the fullest use of the 
wood. With the help of the upstream supply chain, we implement 
strict control and FSC forest certification tracking and tracing on 
such properties of wood as hardness and water content, 
ensuring good quality of products as well as safeguarding 
environmental sustainability.
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MFC PLATE 
MANUFACTURING 

With German Schattdecor’s melamine paper as the surface materi-
al, and basic shaving board materials with international environmen-
tal protection certification, and through its own strictly-controlled 
internal hot pressing and cold pressing processes, ONMUSE ensures 
stable quality of its plate furniture products. At the same time, by 
following the trend of international decorative colors, ONMUSE strives 
to keep abreast with the international design trends in iterative 
update of MFC surface materials, to provide a crucial artistic choice 
for modern office environment.
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HARDWARE
MANUFACTURING 

Metal manufacturing line is an important production focus of full 
development by ONMUSE in its early days. With a processing 
history of steel gantry and metal products of 18 years, 
ONMUSE has occupied a leading market share in the office steel 
gantry market with products exported overseas in bulk. While 
hardware production line includes deep self-processing capability, 
covering such areas as steel products welding, metal casting, 
polishing and oxidation plating, elbow hardware, automatic 
spraying and so on, where deep internal self-processing ability 
brings stronger quality control competencies and greater cost 
performance.
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STRICT SELECTION
OF ACCESSORIES

The past 20 years of experience in sedimentation and 
accumulation gives ONMUSE a deep lesson that even a most 
negligible screw fitting, door hinge, guide rail, and handle 
constitute important details of brand quality as well as core 
elements of product life. Thus ONMUSE has long insisted on 
eliminating and upgrading all types of accessories including small 
hexagonal screws, to ensure that its brand quality is being 
continuously optimized.
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SOFT HANDMADE

Public leisure areas and various software products stand as important 
segments of modern office environment. As early as in 2011 
ONMUSE had began to create a software workshop, and 
gradually optimize the capacity and equipment of the production 
line. By employing export standardized multi-layer boards and 
sponges with rich density difference on internal frame of the 
soft product, ONMUSE has succeeded in uplifting the outlook 
and the practicality of the products. It also lies in ONMUSE’s 
knowledge that surface materials play a decisive role in soft body 
products, thus it strives to provide customers with a more 
professional way of use of soft fabrics through professional research 
and verification, avoiding the use of screen fabrics to produce 
styling products. For different series of products, ONMUSE selects 
different fabrics correspondingly to produce office software 
products in a more professional way.
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QUALITY
MANAGEMENT

To ONMUSE, quality stands above everything else. 
Quality is the soul of the product., whereas each and every product 
has its own story. The symbol of product is what withstands the test of 
time; it is not a label, but a culture of the brand. Dedicated to 
producing good using experience for all ONMUSE furniture users, we 
strictly abide by the ISO: 9001 enterprise production quality manage-
ment system. In all production aspects from self-manufacturing 
production end, to upstream supply chain of raw material coopera-
tion, and quality consciousness of the employees themselves, we 
have been closely and conscientiously following the creed that 
“quality is above everything else”
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We, ONMUSE, and our upstream suppliers, in the whole 
production process from design to production implementation, 
have been closely following the philosophy that the impact of our 
production on the environment meets the goal of sustainable 
ecological develop-ment. Since the founding of the company, we 
have been commit-ted to minimizing the impacts on the 
environment from design to delivery, while ensuring a healthy 
working environment for our employees.

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
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MORDEN & 
INDUSTRIAL



Every work space state 
its unique manners that influ-
ence the feelings and behav-
iors of the users.
ONMUSE understand and 
therefore plan a product map 
which help the planner to 
create a inspiring, creative and 
healthy space. Working in 
offices, spending time 
in waiting areas or making 
brainstorming in the break-out 
area is thus transformed into a 
memorable and inspiring 
experience. And therefore to 
increase the investment 
returns of the office.

PRODUCTS
OVERVIEW
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High-level 
Decision-making



DESK TABEL

IN THE PRINCIPLE OF MINIMALISM

THE PRODUCT IS CLEAR AND TRANQUIL IN FORM



STONE
The marble table leg is structurally simple, 

but also visually conveys a feeling of transparency, 
highlighting an imperial manner that 

users reign over the world.
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DECISIF

DECISIF means decisiveness 
and determination in French.

The DECISIF series, made of solid walnut, has a solemn and 
grand design, which represents a character of being 
decisive, determined and courageous after careful consid-
erations. 

Innovative design brings an elegant visual effect delivering 
independence. DECISIF, an eye-catching product. First, the 
clean and neat lines around the table bring a simple and 
elegant appearance. Second, the table legs of pure solid 
wood deliver a feeling of being firm and courageous; the 
high-quality lifting system enables the product a unique 
function, which provides clear need of users.
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Naturalist wooden texture, 
super matte stoving varnish, 

exquisite cabinet design of 45°; 
natural, 

facing troubles directly, 
cultivated, 

immersed in success and delight. 

TIME
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Natural, facing troubles direct-
ly, cultivated, immersed in 
success and delight.

TIME

“TIME - The tribute to the lost time” series, which is office 
furniture that incorporates modern styles, endows the 
modern office space with a rational workplace atmosphere. 
The combination of walnut and black leather adds a touch 
of calmness to fashion, which is more in line with modern 
manager's style. The side table is designed with drawers, a 
mainframe cabinet, partition plates, etc., which make well- 
arranged storage space possible. The relaxing and calming 
design can meet the office needs of users in different 
industries. One's career is like a pilgrimage, and only time 
can give you the final answer. The way ahead will be long, 
and you will keep going calmly and firmly.
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METALI

METALLI means “metal” in Finnish. 
Metal is a substance with lustre, ductility and other properties. 

This product has a hard and strong metallic finish, 
combining static noble and dynamic vigor; 

It is stylish and refined. 
In terms of the back cabinet, 

the designer extends the steel feet of the desk, 
which is light and highly metallic; 

The mirror surface is decorated with stainless steel, 
coupled with a milling grooved handle, 

presents a clean and noble appearance.
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OSWALD-XL

The clear-textured countertop and head board of solid wood 
cater to the weight feeling required by OSWALD-XL; 

a solid foundation is the natural center 
of the surrounding environment, 

and a symbol of reliability and durability.
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ACTION 4

The Action series is the company's featured product 
as a tribute to execution. 

The new all-aluminum alloy table legs 
represent a perfect combination of aesthetics and mechanics 

and continue the Nordic design style of simplicity in shape. 
The bevel edge design of the tabletop is also extremely delicate, 

 fully bringing out the features of the wood and its texture.
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ACTION1

Farewell to the traditional and luxurious complexity, 
but use simple lines and geometric figure, 

with light and fluent design, 
and elegant and exquisite decoration 

to produce a quiet atmosphere in the office, 
indicating the high goal of the top management.
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01

the entirety gives off a sense of 
trust and credibility, which is 
especially true in its elegant 
hues and low- profile appear-

TAROT

The administrator's room is one's private space, and like the 
tarot card, it is a tool for meditation. We use high-quality 
wood and high-quality hardware fittings to create a unique 
sense of security. When integrated with this office desk, the 
entirety gives off a sense of trust and credibility, which is 
especially true in its elegant hues and low-profile appear-
ance.
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ONMUSE Original Design Series 
NEXT.

NEXT

The NEXT series is a series of products with steel-
wood structure developed by ONMUSE in 
collaboration with renowned original designers. The 
design as a whole is quite diverse and user-friendly: the 
wave-shaped screen and door plank, the simple matte 
black handle, and the color scheme that conforms to the 
philosophy of spatial planning, etc. Making the NEXT 
series more modern and accessible.

The NEXT series is a huge system that covers the 
application of administrative space and the extension 
of the leisure area. It redefines the collaborative office 
space today with a relaxing modern style, allowing you to 
bring personality and beauty to modern workplace.
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Administrative 
Meeting



CONFERENCE 
TABLE

EVERY VICTORYSTARTS WITH 

A MEETING WITH STRENGTH



The clear-cut walnut texture demonstrates tolerance and determination，
through an impressive appearance，

 it conveys a kind of strong confidence. 
 This is a stable expression, a bridge between thought and choice. 

Every victory starts with a meeting with strength.

POWER
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Detail is a kind of creation, symbolizes cultivation, 
connotes art, and brings success. 

TIME
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ACTION

The elegant walnut texture is combined with the strong 
steel support, which displays the perfect combination of 
peaceful freshness and modern technology; it symbolizes 

naturalism, with unique design in modern times, which 
shows extraordinary style.
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The Private Space
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Team Spaces 



WORK STATION

TEAMWORK IS INDISPENSABLE TO US

AND THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY

TO ACHIEVE GOALS
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The design elements of diamond cutting surface, minimalist 
shape, and stylish appearance, are in line with the modern 
trend. Under the same manufacturing background, more 
humanization and full interaction are demands of the 
product; the fashionable layoutscan make full use of space 
and provide privacy protection for each working group; with 
the modular splicing, it's easy to achieve two people, four 
people, six people and many other combinations of 
intervals; in a limited space to easily reach the usage 
demand.

Make the user enjoy the most 
fashionable office art and 
more comfortable atmo-
sphere.

IKE
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We believe that the only way to provide the best solutions 
to office furniture is to make sure they are the most 
environmentally friendly products. That's why in every step - 
through the product life cycle from design, manufacturing, 
delivery and product life cycle - we will consider the impact 
of our work on people and the environment and discover 
opportunities to make things better.

The structure of linear flow 
reflects the philosophy of 
modern industrial art, which 
makes the office space active 
with abundant colors and 
shows vivid passion in calm.

DOIT
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BESIMPLE

In addition to satisfying the client's requirement for 
the inner space of the file cabinet, 

it can also make the spacing of the laminates equal to each other so as to 
create the beauty of order.

The BESIMPLE is a perfect example 
of what a good storage product should look like 

in terms of function and texture.
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Collborative 
Area 



SOFA 

CREATIVE SOFAS 
AND MODULAR FURNITURE

IN DIFFERENT SHAPES ENABLE THOSE BRIMMING 
WITH TALENT TO FIND 

THE MOST COMFORTABLE POSTURE
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The obsessive attention to 
detail is not just the imagina-
tion of the designer but is 
embodied by the idea to 
accommodate the user's 
needs in every aspect. The 
finished product is not only for 
office use, but more for the 
understanding of space philos-

MODUULI

Sofa, a place that gives us a sense of belonging and 
tranquility, allows you to obtain unique inspirations by 
huddling up inside. It is a place where you can relax the 
body and mind so as to improve work efficiency, as well as a 
place that facilitates communication and discussions 
among colleagues, thus achieving collaborative interac-
tions.

No matter whether it is for internal communication or 
external cooperation, freedom and innovation of MODUULI 
define a new form of office - in fact, MODUULI is more than a 
combination of modular couches, and it is born based on an 
awareness of breaking the traditional working mode.
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Sofa, a place that gives us a sense of belonging and tranquility, 
allows you to obtain unique inspirations by huddling up inside.

 It is a place where you can relax the body and 
mind so as to improve work efficiency, 

as well as a place that facilitates communication and 
discussions among colleagues, 

thus achieving collaborative interactions.

SMILE
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Slim general comfortable pillow pile.
The local details of the armrest and cushion are colored,

adding a bright color to the space.

PILLOW

BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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Rich and full of curves, gradients to no handrails, 
Soft body curve, 

even young children and older people 
also have more safety and protection.

NAIVE

BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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 Sly neat appearance, surrounded by the back design, 
bring beauty and feel comfortable double. 

Small body shape fully interprets space friendly, 
leaving more "room".

FOX

BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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Fox lounge is a chair with
“a warm welcome arm”back and

ergonomic angle pose
for seat

FOX 
LOUNGE

BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren

The neat and clean appearance,
The high back gives more privacy 
at the open space.

GEORGE
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BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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A seat for leisure time,
sly neat appearance, surrounded by
the back design

STRUCTURE 
SOFA

BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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SIDE TABLE

SERIES OF SIDE TABLES
IT REALIZES A PERFECT COMBINATION

OF ART AND PRAGMATISM



The table with processed angles is fashionable, 
exquisite, beautiful, and realistic, which shows the 
outstanding life. Under the decent appearance, the 
table legs are delicate, elegant, fresh, simple and 
perfect.

       

A series of tables and side tables
，creates a perfect atmosphere 
for sipping tea.

RAM
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The simple and stylish design, 
the flowing lines, and all the 
details free of complexity 
enable you to break away 
from spatial constraints. 

JASON

Exquisite surface and sturdy four-way base make a 
unique and practical table in the office. White 
beveled countertops of different sizes are suitable for 
small meetings, side tables, coffee parties and so on.
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Touch Down 
Area



LEISURE MEETING

TREND RESEARCHERS AND OTHER EXPERTS
AGREE THAT HAPPINESS IS

A HOT TOPIC 
IN MODERN WORKPLACE DESIGN
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BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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BRAND: JOYS.

DESIGNER: Hongfei Ren
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Quiet room 



BEQUIET SCREEN

“THE FORM IS AN EMBODIMENT OF FEELINGS”
IS THE NEW PRINCIPLE 

FOR OFFICE FURNITURE DESIGN
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We Space Concept @WeSpaceConceptwww.WeSpaceConcept.com

Create enjoyable and healthy space, 
and increase the return on space investment


